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Part IV.  The Three Primary Soul Types
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Meaning of the word Seed

 ● The word “seed” has several different meanings. 

1. A physical plant “seed” that that reproduces the plant when the 
“seed” is sown. 

2. Human descendants or “seed” resulting from Adam and Eve 
being fruitful and multipling and this includes all humans that 
have ever existed. 

3. An Item of Knowledge or “seed” that influences other human 
beings. It is what self is promoting, such as a “seed” of rebellion. 
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Meaning of the word Seed

 ● Genesis 3:15, addresses Eve and Satan’s “seed”.
Genesis 3:15 

15 And I [YHWH] will put enmity [hostility] between 
thee [Satan] and the woman [Eve], 

and between thy seed [Satan’s seed] and her [Eve’s] seed; 

it [Eve’s seed] shall bruise thy head [destroy Satan], and    
thou [Satan] shalt bruise his heel [injure YHWH].
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Satan’s Seed

 ● Satan’s “seed”  clearly is not a plant seed.

 ● Satan’s “seed” or descendants can not exist because Satan is not human 
kind and therefore can not reproduce with humans.

 ● Satan’s “seed” or Item of Knowledge first occurred in Genesis 3:1-6 
when he told Eve eating the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge of Good 
and Evil would make them like YHWH.

 

 ● Satan’s seed is promoting the overthrow of YHWH. 
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Eve’s Seed

 ● Eve’s “seed”  clearly is not a plant seed.

 ● All mankind are from the “seed” or are descendants of Adam and Eve. 

 ● Now Eve knows when Satan told her that eating the fruit of the Tree of 
Knowledge of Good and Evil would make them like YHWH, that he lied 
to her and she despises Satan.

 ● Adam and Eve repented because they are the parents of Cain, Able, 
and Seth.

 ●  Eve’s “seed” is now promoting obedience to YHWH. 
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Cain’s Seed

 ● To determine a person’s soul type YHWH requires everyone to bring 
Him a sacrifice from the best fruit of their labor.

1. Those who sacrifice their best reflect Eve’s seed.

2. Those who refuse to sacrifice reflect Satan’s seed. 

3. Those who sacrifice, but keep the best for themselves reflect 
Cain’s seed.

 ● The third soul type is an individual who believes he equal to or better 
than either YHWH or Satan and this state reflects the soul of Cain as 
described in Genesis 4.
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Cain’s Seed

 ● Note that Cain and Abel were twins, GENESIS 4:1-2,  because this 
points out that soul types are independent of the material body.

GENESIS 4:1-2
1 And Adam knew Eve his wife; and she conceived [became 

pregnant once], and bare [#1 birth] Cain, and said, I have 
gotten a man from the Lord.

2 And she again bare [#2 birth]  his brother Abel [Cain and Abel 
are twin sons of Adam]. And Abel was a keeper of sheep, but 
Cain was a tiller of the ground.
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Cain’s Seed

 ● GENESIS 4:3-26, Cain kept the best part of his sacrifice for himself 
and YHWH confronted him.
 ο Able would not support Cain so Cain murdered him.

 ο Cain negotiated with YHWH because he believed he was equal 
or better than YHWH.

 ο YHWH commanded Cain to wander through the land, but Cain 
went and built a city.

 ●  Cain’s “seed” is promoting self above everyone else including 
YHWH and Satan. 
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● The “seed” of Eve, Cain, and Satan reflect the three primary types of 
souls present on earth after 0000 OS and before the birth of Seth in 
130 AM.  65 AM +/- 65 years. 

 ο 0000 OS is bounded by 65 AM +/- 65 years.

 ● HOW are the three primary Soul Types implemented?

 ο Man is replacing the fallen angels, but is restrained in a 
material body. 

 ο Man is also in the image of YHWH.
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● YHWH’s functional structure is triune and perfect: 

 ο BODY - Spirit =  Son of God ;   BODY - Physical = Son of man. 
 - The body interfaces with the TRUE UNIVERSE.   

 ο SOUL = Father.
 - Contains perfect knowledge of the entire TRUE UNIVERSE. 

 ο WILL = Holy Spirit.
 - The WILL is responsible to implement all the Father’s 

decisions based on His maximum WILL.    
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● Every individual is in the image of YHWH, but not perfect.

 ο BODY - spirit ;    BODY - physical (mortal).
 - The body interfaces with and receives all knowledge from the 

TRUE UNIVERSE.   
 

 ο SOUL
 - Contains all self’s knowledge of the TRUE UNIVERSE from birth. 

 ο WILL
 - The WILL is responsible to implement all the Soul’s decisions 

based on  the maximum  WILL. 
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● HOW does the soul function with the WILL? 

 ● WILL reflects the magnitude of energy associated with a soul’s 
item of  knowledge as a function of time (t). 

 ● WILL(t) can be expressed in terms of love L(t) and faith F(t)

           WILL(t) = L(t) * F(t)
     Where:
      L(t)  is the magnitude of  importance, love, or priority to self.
      F(t)  is the magnitude of self’s faith or confidence in the item.
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● In the following analysis the magnitudes of WILL(t), L(t), and  F(t)   
are between:
 ο Zero (0), which is the only number that is completely void.

 ο Plus One (+1) is the only perfect number that means 1/1 = 1, 1*1 = 1. 

 ● Each individual’s soul contains a total number (n) of items of  
knowledge (In) received from the TRUE UNIVERSE.

 ο Each individual’s soul is unique having a different value for (n).

 ο Each individual’s soul is unique having different types of (In)s.
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● When the soul’s (In)s are divided into two groups, which are often 
referred to by theologians as one’s Indwelling holy spirit and Sin nature.

 ● Indwelling holy spirit - is self’s items of  knowledge I1 through Ia, which 
are consistent with YHWH’s WILL then:

                   n = a

WILLYHWH(t) =  1/a     LIn(t) * FIn(t) 

                    n = 1
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● Sin nature - is self’s items of  knowledge Ia + 1 through Iz , which are 
consistent with self’s WILL for self then:

 ● Self’s total WILL = WILLYHWH(t)  + WILLself(t)  = 100 % = 1.0

   or           =  WILLSatan(t)  + WILLself(t)  = 100 % = 1.0

                              n = Z
 

WILLself(t) =  1/(Z-(a + 1))    LIn(t) * FIn(t) 

                              n = a + 1
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

Composite WILL for all possible Soul Types in the World
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● A follower of YHWH will have a composite WILL or heart that is:
      WILLYHWH(t) = 1.0 - WILLself(t) 

 ● A follower of Satan will have a composite WILL or heart that is:
      WILLSatan(t) = 1.0 - WILLself(t) , with WILLYHWH(t) = 0.0

 ● YHWH will judge each individual based on the magnitude of his 
Indwelling holy spirit, which is his composite WILLYHWH(t).

 ● Only YHWH knows the exact magnitude of any individual’s 
WILLYHWH(t) although an individual may have a personal estimate.
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PART IV The three primary Soul Types
Mankind’s Soul Structure

 ● In PART V Quantitative properties of the Soul will examine in depth: 

 ο Algebraic Equations for WILL(t) and ANXITY(t). 
 ο One of YHWH’s Divine Stamps in the Holy Bible.
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Time Dependent Revelation and Today

The material contained in this seminar is available at: 

        www.afjbooks.com

Questions e-mail to:   

        afjbooks@charter.net


